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Season 2, Episode 9
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One of Them Nights



Dillon is mad that Spencer hasn’t been around, so Spencer tries to make it up to him by having him help sell tickets for Coop’s show, but they find themselves confronted by the police instead. Elsewhere, Coop is shook when faced with Tyrone, but luckily she knows Preach is in her corner. Billy tries to force Jordan and Olivia to hang out with him and make memories, but all doesn’t go to plan, giving Olivia an idea on reporting injustices. Meanwhile, Layla bonds with a new friend who understands what she is going through, but she realizes that Spencer and Olivia are there for her, too.
Quest roles:
Kareem J. Grimes(Preach), Anna Lore(Carrie), Kevin Phillips(Buggs), Beth Curry(Cathy), Demetrius Shipp Jr.(Tyrone Morris), Asjha Cooper(Kia Williams), Ricardo Walker(Officer Bright), Kasey Elise(Bougie Customer), Michael Bradley(Officer Whitner), Dean Wil(Security)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
20 January 2020, 20:00
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